Fall/Winter collection
2019-2020

Welcome to
Gena fur world!
GENA is not a brand “grown” at a desk, embellished with PR and released
into the market in the limelight. This brand is authentic. It derives from
family tradition, hard work of generations, passion for leatherworking
and from local patriotism. This brand was born out of love!
The company was founded in 1989 in Nowy Targ, Poland and since then has been
engaged in specialized production of goods made of genuine fur and leather, certified materials of European origin as The Finnish furs from Saga Furs, different
type of sheepskins from Spain, mink or American raccoon fur from NAFA. In order
to expand our production possibilities we started to combine fur and leather with
high quality natural materials like cashmere or merino wool.
Every model from our collection we produce in our own factory, where we combine fashion innovation with traditional craftsmanship. Our products are manually
cut and machine sewn, some handstitched. We always take care about the quality,
from the first step, when we start production, to the last step, when we pack products and send them to the customers from all over the world. Gena prides itself
on being an ecologically conscious company in every step of a garment’s creation.
We specialize in headwear for women and men in three fashion lines: casual, elegant and sport. Every season, we create about 20 new models, which are characterized by a timeless form, sophisticated style and functionality. In design, we are not
afraid of challenges, we use uncommon combinations of materials, decorated foils
on skins or handmade accessories that improve the quality of our products.
Our wide offer contains also stunning outerwear: short jackets, fur vest or long and
multifunctional sheepskin coats. Designs characterize lightness, perfect fit to the
figure, large hoods and collars. We present also perfect complement to the winter
outfits. Accessories offer contains fashionable fur key chains, stylish bag for every
occasion, fur stoles, footwear and handmade jewelry.
Gena Fall/Winter collection 2019-20 presents fresh look at the classic material
that is fur. In the new designs we have used interesting combinations of materials
and the most fashionable colors of this season.
Gena creates winter trends, giving everyone opportunity to reach the luxury fashion comparable with the best world`s brands. We always hear your suggestions to
give you the best what we have.

Woman: Hat: Evelin R72/18, Gloves: Nemo Bis FG04/18,
Vest: Chilia GE01/19, Shoes: Winter shoes Malvi JT01/19

Woman: Hat: Luise R79/18,
Scarf: Luise S79/18,
Gloves: Lario P01/19,
Vest: Alaba GE02/19,
Shoes accessory: Tina GE/S01/19

Man: Hat: Kombo R80/18, Gloves: Rash P03/19,
Jacket: Gabon BL02/19

Woman: Hat: Tango L01/19, Mittens: Lani P02/19,
Coat: Cecil BL01/19, Shoes: Winter shoes Clemens JT03/17

Man: Hat: Baris L02/19,
Gloves: Rash P03/19
Woman: Hat: Joel L03/19,
Mittens: Lani P02/19

Woman: Hat: Magic R82/18, Mittens: Avant P04/19, Vest: Blanka GE03/19,
Back pack: Marisa T01/19, Shoes: Winter shoes Clemens JT03/17

Man: Hat: Cyrus L04/19,
Mittens: Monton Bis P05/19

Woman: Hat: Rio R49/P/30,
Mittens: Dino P06/19, Vest: Karo GE04/19,
Shoes: Winter shoes Neko JT02/19

Woman: Hat: Kartuz D17/19, Mittens: Avant P04/19,
Coat: Jetta BL03/19, Bag: Vox T02/19, Shoes: Winter shoes Java JT03/19

Man: Hat: Serafin M01/19, Coat: Tomas BL05/19, Gloves: Matt P07/19
Woman: Hat: Symea F02/19, Gloves: Davos P08/17, Coat: Gravena BL04/19,
Collar: Inari S01/19, Bag: Fiona T04/18

Woman: Hat: Liria W01/19,
Bag: Kardia T03/19,
Mittens: Clavel P08/19,
Poncho: Alani BL06/19

Woman:
Collar: Mandala S01/19,
Bag: Pati T04/19

Do you want more?
See whole collection…

GENA
Kokoszków 54F
34-400 Nowy Targ, Poland
phone +48 18 266 5150
marketing@gena.pl
www.gena.pl

follow us:

Man: Hat: Closter M02/19,
Gloves: Kosma P09/19

Woman: Hat: Abena F03/19,
Coat: Tracja BL07/19, Bag: Zola T05/19

